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ORDERING CONTENT BY MOBILE PHONE TO BE PLAYED ON CONSUMER DEVICES

The present invention relates to a system, device, and method to order, pay for, download and obtain transferable rights to play content using a mobile telephone. Alternatively, the mobile telephone is used to purchase content, which is then downloaded using other channels, i.e., a broadband using other consumer devices and played by these devices.

Typically, in buying downloadable content, the same channel is used to buy content to consume or use the content. For example, content (music, video clips) can be bought on mobile phones to be consumed on mobile phones. Content can also be bought on personal computers (PCs), e.g., Apple's iTunes, to be consumed on PCs. The security of the transaction is also an issue for such content-providing services.

These existing solutions to purchasing and obtaining content pose several problems. Purchasers must be co-located with a consumer device in order to obtain content. Secondly, they require modifying consumer devices. Thirdly, they require some type of connection to a provider and a payment service. The latter is a complex infrastructure and limits the consumer to a given provider and payment service. Makers of consumer devices resist modifying their products in such a limited fashion.

Thus, given the demand for pay-per-content downloadable products, there is a need for a secure ordering-to-download protocol that does not require a major consumer device modification and does not limit content sources and payment options.

The system and method of the present invention provide a technique for selecting, purchasing and obtaining transferable rights to digital content using the already available infrastructure supporting mobile telephones.

In this system and method, existing payment services available on mobile telephones, offered by the operators thereof (for ordering ring tones, etc.), provide a secure way to transfer the rights to the content to consumer equipment that is ubiquitous, readily available, has a wide geographic distribution, reliable and already in the possession of consumers. Further, the system and method of the present invention does not require any access by consumer devices to payment services, making consumer equipment much simpler to implement. Moreover, the consumer devices do not need to be connected on-
line, making it possible to consume content on consumer equipment that is not connected to an on-line service, e.g., portable music and video players.

FIG. 1 illustrates a user-selecting content from a website and downloading the rights to a mobile telephone.

FIG. 2 illustrates the user placing the mobile telephone of FIG. 1 next to an Internet-enabled stereo system for streaming of the selected content.

FIG. 3 illustrates a mobile telephone modified according to the present invention.

FIG. 4 illustrates a wireless home network comprising wireless devices communicating with a home gateway using, e.g., WiFi technology or wired Ethernet technology to render and download content purchased with a mobile telephone in accordance with the present invention.

FIG. 5 illustrates a portable player interfaced to the wireless network of FIG. 4 to transfer downloaded content to a portable player via a hardwired connection, according to the present invention.

FIG. 6 illustrates a mobile telephone used to purchase content transferring downloaded content to the mobile telephone via a hardwired connection, according to the present invention.

It is to be understood by persons of ordinary skill in the art that the following descriptions are provided for purposes of illustration and not for limitation. An artisan understands that there are many variations that lie within the spirit of the invention and the scope of the appended claims. Unnecessary details of known functions and operations may be omitted from the current description so as not to obscure the present invention.

The system and method of the present invention provide a mobile telephone-based system for ordering, paying for and transferring rights to downloadable content. In a preferred embodiment, content can be downloaded to the mobile telephone and transferred from the mobile telephone to another device for consumption of the content. In a second preferred embodiment, the content is directly downloaded to the consumer device.

Mobile entertainment is a flourishing business, driven in better part by the wide availability and easy connectivity of wireless media devices. In the system and method of the present invention, a component of the technology of Near Field Communications (NFC) allows mobile network operators to leverage their infrastructure investment to
support using it for mobile entertainment content selection, purchase and delivery. The present invention provides a secure environment for delivery of content to mobile devices by providing Digital Rights Management (DRM) protection of the Open Mobile Alliance (OMA) DRM 2.0 Enabler Release. The OMA DRM 2.0 enables, among other features, the protection of content, such as music tracks, video clips, and games with enhanced security and improved support to preview and share content. OMA DRM 2.0 supports audio/video rendering, streaming content and access to protected content using multiple devices, such as the transferable rights of the present invention.

Referring now to FIG. 1, in a preferred embodiment a user selects a track from a music-distributing website 100 using a personal computer (PC), pays for the track using a credit card service of the mobile telephone provider 103 and downloads the rights to their mobile telephone 101. In an alternative embodiment the user selects a portal service directly on his mobile phone and on this portal selects some content and buys it. The purchase transaction is handled by the mobile operator (not via a credit card) and the purchase price is charged to the purchaser’s telephone account. The download of the object rights in the first embodiment is accomplished using NFC technology 102. In this case the object rights have been obtained through a PC–then the object rights are transferred from the PC to the mobile telephone using NFC technology. In the alternative embodiment, the object rights are directly sent by the mobile telephone operator to the mobile telephone over the wireless telephone channel in a secure way. This alternative is much simpler because a PC is not required and the purchase can be made at any time and any place. Note that any interface to the Internet that supports a Web browser or an equivalent interface can be used to purchase the content, including the mobile telephone itself.

FIG. 2 illustrates the user placing the mobile telephone 101 next to an Internet-enabled stereo system 202, to download the rights to the purchased content, and the stereo system automatically streams the selected track, e.g., the purchased content 201. Content can be downloaded to a mobile device with sufficient memory and then transferred to another device. The stereo can have a local non-volatile memory to capture the track and then repeatedly render it. Making removable copies, i.e., on a CD/DVD or a cassette tape or other removable memory is also an option.

The essential feature of a preferred embodiment is that the mobile telephone can securely transfer rights to consumer devices to play content on those consumer devices. Further, when it is possible to establish a secure connection between the mobile telephone
and a consumer device, all relevant information concerning a purchased content can be transferred between them. This allows the consumer device to automatically retrieve the necessary content from a content provider and make it available in a transparent way on all local devices of a purchaser, i.e., home consumer devices and other portable devices owned by the content purchaser.

In all embodiments, purchased content is distributed in encrypted form and can be transported in encrypted form to, i.e., a home and across home devices, in a transparent and unlimited fashion. In a preferred embodiment, NFC is used for the transfer of rights from the mobile telephone to the consumer devices, thus, providing a more secure channel than other communication channels.

A preferred hardware implementation is illustrated in FIG. 3, in which a mobile telephone is modified according to the present invention by extending the mobile telephone’s capabilities with and NFC-compliant module 302 comprising a transceiver (not shown) interface to an antenna 301 for sending and receiving wireless messages. Any device that is to function in cooperation with this NFC-enabled mobile telephone must also be modified to be NFC-enabled. In a preferred embodiment, the mobile telephone has been modified to incorporate a DRM system, i.e., the OMA DRM 2.0 standard discussed above (see also www.openmobile alliance.org/tech/release.html, the entire contents of which are hereby incorporated by reference). A DRM system includes capabilities to export the right to play a content object and communicates this right to an NFC interface. In a preferred embodiment, this is done by exchanging the key to decrypt the content between the mobile telephone and a consumer device. This key is received using NFC by a consumer device and the consumer device uses this key to decrypt downloaded content. The object keys obtained on the mobile telephone are managed in a Key and content management module 303 also incorporated into the mobile telephone that receives and stores the key at the time of the purchase of the content (see FIG. 1) in the key and content storage 304. The mobile telephone can include at least one USB port 305 operably connected to the key and content management module 303 to receive content over a hardwired connection from another device that previously received purchased content.

A home network is also required, see FIG. 4. As illustrated, NFC technology is used in each device only to transfer the object rights and keys since the bandwidth of NFC is too limited to transfer voluminous data.
The mobile telephone requires a connection to the home network for at least two usage scenarios. First, when the purchaser is not at home when content is bought, the purchaser may need to connect to the consumer device that is at home to communicate information concerning the purchased content (i.e., the location on the Internet for obtaining the content). If the purchase of the content is accomplished when the purchaser is at home, the mobile telephone does not need to be connected to the home network. In the latter case, NFC is used to communicate the purchased content information (including the object rights) to the consumer device.

In a preferred embodiment, a secure on-line wired or wireless connection is established between the mobile telephone 101 and the home network 400 via a home gateway 404. Then the mobile telephone can communicate over the home network 400 with at least one consumer device 401-404 connected to the home network to inform at least one consumer device 401-404 of at least one purchased content item. An access point is needed only when the consumer devices are connected wirelessly (using, e.g., WiFi) to the home gateway, and the role of the home gateway is to connect to the Internet.

In a preferred embodiment, the home consumer device takes action to request the content to be downloaded rather than having the content pushed by the content provider because of firewall and other issues. There are two ways to instruct a consumer device 401-404 to do this: (1) when the purchaser is away from home, the mobile telephone 101 can send a message over a GSM/GPRS channel (or its equivalent) to the home consumer device 404-404 in a secure way; and (2) when the purchaser is at home the purchaser can send a message from the mobile telephone 101 to the home device over GPRS, but there is also the possibility of activating the home consumer device 401-404 directly, i.e., using NFC. The main point here is that the mobile telephone 101 itself, having all the knowledge of the object rights, can instruct the consumer device (automatically) 401-404 to request that the content be downloaded to the consumer device 401-404. Then, the home consumer device 401-404 can decrypt the downloaded content using the communicated key sent to the consumer device 401-404 by the mobile telephone 101.

Then, when the purchaser wants to render the downloaded content, i.e., view or hear or play it, the purchaser needs only to start the consumer device 401-404 and is informed that content has been downloaded. For example, a TV screen 402 displays the titles of videos that have been automatically downloaded by the TV 402. As a part of the User Interface provided by the system and method of the present invention, the consumer
device (in this case the TV) can ask the purchaser to put the mobile telephone near the NFC connection on the consumer device. The key can be transferred to the consumer device 401-404 without any action required on the mobile telephone 101. This makes the application very intuitive and easy to use for the purchaser.

In an alternative embodiment, illustrated in FIG. 5, if the purchaser wants to transfer the identical downloaded content to a portable player 501, a suitable interface must be available on the portable device, e.g., USB 305, and the user must transfer the content that was previously downloaded to a network device 401-404 to the portable player 501. In the present NFC example, an NFC interface must also be available on the portable player 501 and the portable player 501 must be modified in accordance with the present invention. The consumer devices 401-404 must be modified in the following way: have an NFC interface (to communicate with the mobile telephone), have a means to receive an object right or a key in order to decrypt the received content and a means to decrypt the received content (in a software or a hardware). In order to play the purchased content on the NFC-modified portable player 501, the purchaser must hold the mobile telephone 101 close to the portable player 501 so that the content key can then be transferred from the mobile telephone 101 to the portable player 501. Then the portable player 501 can decrypt and play the purchased content. It should be noted that another person other than the purchaser could perform some of these required actions if that other person has access to the mobile telephone of the purchaser and the use of the term purchaser is not meant to be limiting in any sense.

In another alternative embodiment, illustrated in FIG. 5, a purchaser may want to purchase content to be used on a mobile telephone 101 but does not want to use the 3G or GPRS channel of the mobile telephone 101 to download the purchased content. Instead, the purchaser first purchases the content (see, e.g., FIG. 1) and then downloads the content to a consumer device that includes storage, e.g., a DVD/CD recorder 403 of a home network 400. Another connection, such as a USB connection 305, is used to transfer the content from the storage of the consumer device 403 to the mobile telephone 101 where it is decrypted and played at the purchaser's convenience.

The present invention is not limited to mobile entertainment, but is applicable to other types of content delivery services such as on-the-spot customized news and information.
While the preferred embodiments of the present invention have been illustrated and described, it will be understood by those skilled in the art that the management frame, device architecture and methods as described herein are illustrative, and various changes and modifications may be made and equivalents may be substituted for elements thereof without departing from the true scope of the present invention. In addition, many modifications may be made to adapt the teachings of the present invention to a particular situation without departing from its central scope, e.g., using a private transmission media such as cable. Therefore, it is intended that the present invention not be limited to the particular embodiments disclosed as the best mode contemplated for carrying out the present invention, but that the present invention include all embodiments falling with the scope of the appended claims.
CLAIMS:

1. A system (400) including a plurality of consumer devices (101) (202) (401-404) for obtaining at least one object right to at least one content object to be played on any consumer device (101) (202) (401-404) of said plurality, comprising:
   at least one consumer device (101) (404) comprising an interactive interface (100) (104) for a user to purchase the at least one content object from a content provider and pay therefor with an on-line service (103);
   each consumer device comprising:
   a. an interface module (302) connected to a transceiving means (301) to receive and subsequently transfer to others of said devices, at least one object right and an object decryption key for at least one purchased content object; and
   b. a key and content management module (303) coupled to the interface module (302) to receive and save in a key and content storage module (304) the at least one object right and the object decryption key for subsequent retrieval therefrom for the interface module (302) to transfer to another of said devices.

2. The system (400) of claim 1, wherein the plurality of devices (101) (202) (401-404) comprises a mobile telephone (101) and the on-line service is a mobile telephone operator charging a mobile telephone account of the purchaser.

3. The system (400) of claim 1, wherein a consumer device (101) (202) (404) that receives the at least one transferred object right and object decryption key is enabled therewith to download and decrypt the at least one purchased content object from the content provider.

4. The system (400) of claim 1, wherein the interface module comprises near field communications (NFC) technology (302).

5. The system of claim 4, wherein the transfer of the at least one object right and the object decryption key is accomplished wirelessly (200) by placing a transferring
(101) and receiving device (201) of said plurality within the transmission range of each other.

6. The system (400) of claim 5, wherein the plurality of devices (101) (202) (401-404) comprises a mobile telephone (101) and the on-line service is a mobile telephone operator charging a mobile telephone account of the purchaser.

7. The system (400) of claim 6, wherein:

the mobile telephone (101) receives the at least one object right and object decryption key of at least one purchased content object,

the mobile telephone (101) is further configured to:

a. transfer at least one received object right and object decryption key to another (404) of said devices;

b. instruct said another device (404) to download and store in the memory at least one said purchased content object from said content provider; and

c. optionally instruct said another device (404) to transfer said stored purchased content to the mobile telephone via a wired means (305),

wherein the mobile telephone (101) decrypts and plays at least one purchased content object.

8. The system (400) of claim 7, wherein:

the mobile telephone (101) further comprises a first USB port;

the another device further comprises a second USB port; and

the wired means is a wired connection (305) between the first and second USB ports.

9. The system (400) of claim 4, wherein the plurality of devices further comprises a portable content player (501) that:

receives the at least one object right and object decryption key of at least one purchased content object; and

the portable content player (501) is further configured to instruct another device (403) to transfer said stored purchased content to the portable content player (501) via a wired means (305),
wherein the portable player (501) decrypts and plays at least one purchased content object.

10. The system (400) of claim 9, wherein:

the portable content player (501) further comprises a first USB port;
the another device (403) further comprises a second USB port; and
the wired means is a wired connection (305) between the first and second USB ports.

11. A consumer (101) (404) device for obtaining at least one object right to at least one content object to be played on another consumer device, comprising:

an interactive interface (100) (104) for a user to purchase the at least one content object from a content provider and pay therefor with an on-line service (103);
an interface module (302) connected to a transceiving means (301) to receive and subsequently transfer to said another device, at least one object right and an object decryption key for at least one purchased content object; and
a key and content management module (303) coupled to the interface module (302) to receive and save in a key and content storage module (304) the at least one object right and the object decryption key for subsequent retrieval therefrom for the interface module to transfer to the another device.

12. The device (101) (404) of claim 11, wherein the consumer device is a mobile telephone (101) and the on-line service is a mobile telephone operator charging a mobile telephone account of the purchaser.

13. A consumer device (101) (202) (401-404) (501) for receiving at least one object right to at least one content object to be played on the consumer device (101) and at least one other similarly configured consumer device, comprising:

an interface module (302) connected to a transceiving means (301) to receive and subsequently transfer to said at least one other device, at least one object right and an object decryption key for at least one purchased content object; and
a key and content management module (303) coupled to the interface module (302) to receive and save in a key and content storage module (304) the at least one object right
and the object decryption key for subsequent retrieval therefrom for the interface module to transfer to the at least one other similarly configured device, wherein a consumer device (101) (201) (401-404) (501) that receives the at least one object right and object decryption key is enabled therewith to download and decrypt at least one purchased content object from the content provider.

14. The consumer device (101) (202) (401-404) (501) of claim 13, wherein said transceiving means comprises an antenna (301) connected to a receiver and transmitter for receiving and sending the at least one object right and object decryption key from and to, respectively, the at least one other similarly configured consumer device using said interface module (302).

15. The consumer device (101) (202) (401-404) (501) of claim 14, wherein the transfer of the at least one object right and the object decryption key is accomplished wirelessly by placing the consumer device (101) (202) and the at least one other similarly configured consumer device within transmission range of each other.

16. A method for obtaining at least one object right to at least one content object to be played on any consumer device (101) (202) (401-404) (501) of a plurality of devices, comprising the steps of:
   purchasing the at least one content object from a content provider;
   paying (103) for at least one purchased content object with an on-line service;
   obtaining (200), by at least one of said plurality of devices (101), the at least one object right and a decryption key for the at least one content object from the content provider; and
   storing (304) said at least object right and decryption key for subsequent transfer to other devices of said plurality of devices (400).

17. The method of claim 16, wherein the plurality of devices (101) (202) (401-404) (501) comprises a mobile telephone (101) and the on-line service is a mobile telephone operator charging a mobile telephone account of the purchaser.
18. The method of claim 17, further comprising the following steps:

- transferring (200) by the storing device (101) at least one stored object right and object decryption key to another device (202) of said plurality of devices;
- receiving (200) by a consumer device (202) at least one transferred object right and object decryption key;
- downloading at least one purchased content object from the content provider; and
- decrypting and playing the at least one downloaded content object.

19. The method of claim 18, further comprising the step of placing a transferring (101) and receiving device (202) of said plurality within the transmission range of each other (200).

20. The method of claim 19, further comprising the mobile telephone (101) performing the steps of:

- receiving the at least one object right and object decryption key of at least one purchased content object;
- transferring the least one received object right and object decryption key to another of said devices (404);
- instructing said another device (404) to download and store in the memory said at least one purchased content object from said content provider;
- instructing said another device to transfer said stored purchased content to the mobile telephone (101) via a wired means (305); and
- decrypting and playing the least one purchased content object.

21. The method of claim 20, wherein the wired means (305) is a wired connection between a first USB port of the mobile telephone (101) and a second USB port of the another device (404).

22. The method of claim 21, wherein the plurality of devices further comprises a portable content player (501) performing the steps of:

- receiving the at least one object right and object decryption key of at least one purchased content object;
instructing said another device to transfer said stored purchased content to the portable content player (501) via a wired means (305); and

decrypting and playing at least one purchased content object.

23. The method of claim 22, wherein the wired means (305) is a wired connection between the first USB port of the portable player (501) and the second USB port of the another device (403).
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